The Internet has speedily evolved from a collaborative project among governments and universities to a promising commercial medium operated primarily by private ventures. The next generation World Wide Web will not appear as a standard, “one size fits all” medium primarily because consumers expect more and different features and service providers need to find ways to recoup frequent network upgrades to accommodate ever increasing throughput requirements. For example, Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”) offer on line game players, Voice over the Internet Protocol (“VoIP”) and Internet Protocol Television (“IPTV”) with “better than best efforts” routing of bits to promote timely delivery with higher quality of service. Similarly content providers can use caching and premium traffic routing and management service to secure more reliable service than that available from standard “best efforts” routing.

Service diversification can result in many reasonable and lawful types of discrimination between Internet users notwithstanding a heritage in the first two generations of nondiscrimination and best efforts routing of traffic. ISPs increasingly have the ability to examine individual traffic streams and prioritize them creating a dichotomy between plain vanilla, best efforts routing and more expensive, superior traffic management services. However the potential exists for carriers operating the major networks used to switch and route bitstreams
to exploit network management capabilities to achieve anticompetitive and consumer harming outcomes.

Advocates for the principle of network neutrality claim the potential exists for ISPs to engineer a fragmented and “balkanized” next generation Internet through unreasonable degradation of traffic even when congestion does not exist. The worst case scenario envisioned by network neutrality advocates sees a reduction in innovation, efficiency, consumer benefits and national productivity occasioned by a divided Internet: one medium prone to congestion and declining reliability and one offering superior performance and potential competitive advantages to users able and willing to pay, or affiliated with the ISP operating the bitstream transmission network. Opponents of network neutrality mandates scoff at the possibility of the worst case scenario, and view government intervention as anathema.

This chapter will examine the network neutrality debate with an eye toward assessing how the Internet will evolve as a major platform for content access and distribution. The chapter accepts as necessary and proper many types of price and quality of service discrimination, but also identifies other types of potentially hidden and harmful discrimination. The chapter concludes with an identification of best practices in “good” discrimination that should satisfy most network neutrality goals without creating disincentives that might dissuade ISPs from building the infrastructure needed distribution of high bandwidth consuming content such as full motion video.

I. What is Net Neutrality?

Network neutrality advocates seek to require ISPs to maintain the Internet as a “network of networks” seamlessly interconnecting facilities without favoring any category of content provider or consumer. Network neutrality in application would require ISPs to continue routing
traffic on a best efforts basis, ostensibly to foreclose the potential for the Internet to fragment and 
balkanize into various types of superior access arrangements, available at a premium, and a 
public Internet increasingly prone to real or induced congestion. Opponents to compulsory 
network neutrality seek to differentiate service, in terms of quality, price and features to 
accommodate increasingly diverse user requirements. For example, on line game players, IPTV 
viewers and VoIP subscribers may need prioritization of their traffic streams 13 so that their bits 
arrive on time, even if this outcome requires the ISPs to identify and favor these traffic streams.

ISPs want the flexibility to offer different options for consumer access to the Internet and 
how content providers reach consumers. Consumer tiering could differentiate service in terms of 
bitrate speeds, amount of permissible traffic carried per month and how an ISP would handle 
specific types traffic, including “mission critical” content that might require special treatment, 
particularly when network congestion likely may occur. While consumer tiering addresses 
quality of service and price discrimination at the first and last kilometer, access tiering could 
differentiate how ISPs handle content upstream into the Internet cloud 14 that links content 
providers and end users. Network neutrality advocates have expressed concern that the potential 
exists for ISPs to use diversifying service requirements as cover for a deliberate strategy to favor 
their own content and to extort additional payments from users and content providers threatened 
with intentionally degraded service.

Many network neutrality advocates speak and write in apocalyptic terms about the impact 
of price and service discrimination and how it will eviscerate the Internet and enable carriers to 
delay or shut out competitors and ventures unwilling or unable to pay surcharges. The head of a 
consumer group claims that incumbent telephone and cable companies’ can reshape the nation’s 
digital destiny by branding the Internet and foreclosing much of its societal and cultural
benefits. On the other hand, opponents of network neutrality categorically reject as commercially infeasible any instance of unreasonable discrimination or service degradation. Network neutrality opponents also note that ISPs typically qualify for a regulatory “safe harbor” that largely insulates them from regulation, because they operate as value added, information service providers and not telecommunications service providers. While the latter group incur traditional common carrier, public utility responsibilities, including the duty not to discriminate, the former group enjoys quite limited government oversight in most nations. Opponents of network neutrality see no actual or potential problems resulting from ISPs having freedom to discriminate and diversify service. Without such flexibility, opponents of network neutrality express concern whether ISPs will continue to risk investing the billions of dollars needed for construction of next generation network infrastructure.

A. Wireless Network Neutrality

The network neutrality debate has focused almost exclusively on Internet access via wireline carriers. Recently the issue of wireless Internet access has surfaced in light of the growing importance of wireless services and consumer frustration with carrier tactics that disable handset functions and block access to competing services. While wireless handsets generally can access Internet services, most carriers attempt to favor content they provide or secure from third parties under what critics deem a “walled garden” strategy: deliberate efforts to lock consumers into accessing and paying for favored content and services.

Just about every nation in the world has established policies that mandate the right of consumers to own their own telephone and to use any device to access any carrier, service or function provided it does not cause technical harm to the telecommunications network. Once regulators unbundled telecommunications service from devices that access network services, a
robustly competitive market evolved for both devices and services. Remarkably wireless carriers in many nations, including the United States, have managed to avoid having to comply with this open network concept. Even though consumers own their wireless handset, the carrier providing service will operate only with specific types of handsets programmed only to work with one carrier’s network. Carriers justify this lock in and high fees for early termination of service, because the carriers sell wireless handsets at subsidized rates—sometimes “free”—based on a two year subscription term. Of course the value of a two year lock in period offsets the handset subsidy, particularly in light of next generation wireless networks that will offer many services in addition to voice communications. In the United States wireless carriers and their “big box” retail store partners sell more than 60% of all wireless handsets, typically when a subscriber commences service or renews a subscription. No market for used handsets has evolved, because wireless carriers do not offer lower service rates for subscribers who do not need or want a subsidized handset.

Wireless network neutrality would require carriers to stop blocking the use of non-carrier affiliated handsets and locking handsets so that they work only on a single carrier network. More broadly wireless network neutrality would prevent wireless carriers from preventing subscribers from using their handsets to access the content, services, and software applications of ventures unaffiliated with the carrier. It also would require carriers to support an open interface so that handset manufacturers and content providers can develop equipment and services that do not have any potential for harming wireless carrier networks.

Opponents of wireless network neutrality consider the initiative unnecessary government intrusion in a robustly competitive marketplace. They claim that imposing such requirements would risk causing technical harm to wireless networks and such generate regulatory uncertainty
that the carriers might refrain from investing in next generation network enhancements.

Opponents claim that separating equipment from service constituted an appropriate remedy when a single wireline carrier dominated, but that such compulsory unbundling should not occur when consumers have a variety of carrier options.

II. The Provocation: Broadband Access and Upstream Carriers Have to Upgrade Their Networks Without Certain Profit

Incumbent telephone companies own and operate many of the ISPs having the largest market share and operating several of the major long haul networks. Internet access and data services have become increasingly significant revenue generators in light of the substantial decline in long distance voice telephony rates and lost market share for local exchange telephone service. The availability of Voice over the Internet Protocol (“VoIP”) services offering flat-rated long distance telephone service on a monthly subscription rate, or per call rates for a few pennies a minute, show how software applications riding on top of a basic transmission link can devastate an existing business plan that anticipates ongoing, large profit margins for core services. VoIP and wireless services have adversely impacted wireline local exchange revenues as consumers migrate to a triple play bundle of services from cable television companies offering local and long distance telephone service and Internet access coupled with their core video programming services. To retain subscribers the incumbent telephone companies have created their own triple play bundles at prices that generate lower margins for the voice telephony portion of the package deal.

Unlike telecommunications service providers, which can meter and price all network usage, ISPs typically interconnect networks using several different cost recovery mechanisms. The concept of the Internet as a “network of networks” builds in an expectation among carriers that they will cooperate on interconnection arrangements with an eye toward promoting seamless
connectivity between disparate networks. When carriers first established interconnection agreements they refrained from exact route mapping and traffic metering. The Transmission Control Protocol used by ISPs determines routing “on the fly” based on current conditions as opposed to fixed routing used by telephone companies. ISPs initially refrained from metering traffic based on the initial expectation that traffic volumes were roughly equivalent and the cost of metering was not worth the bother in light of the fact that third parties, such as government agencies, subsidized operations.

Even now the largest Tier-1 ISPs agree to make their networks and global network access available on a zero cost, sender keep all “peering” basis for other Tier-1 ISPs. Smaller ISPs now must pay for “transiting” access to larger ISPs’ networks and the access these ISPs have secured to other ISPs’ networks. In addition to transiting payments from smaller ISPs, Tier-1 ISPs, affiliated with incumbent telephone companies, also receive payment from end users that they serve directly, e.g., through Digital Subscriber Link monthly subscriptions and new fiber optic residential and business Internet access services.

However, the combined revenues from these two sources have not satisfied top management officers, for two reasons. First, proliferating ICE services, such as search engines, online gaming and real time delivery of video, trigger the need for carriers to upgrade broadband services, without a commensurate ability to raise rates, despite having enhanced the value accrued from a broadband access subscription. Second, the terms and conditions for Internet traffic peering and transit make it possible for sources of content to satisfy end user demand and have content delivered downstream to the end user without having to pay intermediary ISPs that have participated in the routing and bitstream delivery of the traffic. ISP bit transport services appear to have become a commodity business with lower margins than anticipated.
The apparent inability of ISPs to raise subscription rates and to receive payment from content providers has frustrated senior managers and motivated them to utter provocative claims that heavy users of their networks, such as Google, have become free riders:

Now what they would like to do is use my pipes free, but I ain’t going to let them do that because we have spent this capital and we have to have a return on it. So there’s going to have to be some mechanism for these people who use these pipes to pay for the portion they’re using. Why should they be allowed to use my pipes? The Internet can’t be free in that sense, because we and the cable companies have made an investment and for a Google or Yahoo! or Vonage or anybody to expect to use these pipes [for] free is nuts! 33

A. Incumbents Perceive Network Neutrality as Foreclosing Pricing Realignments and Reimposing Aspects of Telecommunications Common Carrier Regulation

Incumbent carriers and like minded opponents to network neutrality have characterized their opposition to network neutrality in terms of standing firm against government intrusion, 34 the imposition of a remedy in search of a problem 35 and the need to remedy free ridership of ISP networks. 36 Additionally ISPs object to network neutrality, because it would foreclose pricing and service initiatives that if successful might generate higher revenues. ISPs also oppose Network Neutrality on grounds that it would trigger government constraints similar to common carrier regulation imposed on telecommunications service providers.

1) Network Neutrality as a Constraint on Price Discrimination

Network neutrality, whether imposed by law or regulation, can impose some restrictions on ISP pricing flexibility. However, even with such regulation ISPs should have the opportunity to provide “consumer tiering,” e.g., differentiating end users’ Internet access by bit speed, monthly available throughput, and the ability to handle peak demand bursts as occurs in peer-to-peer networking, video gaming, and delivery of large files and real time streaming of video programming.
Similarly the concept of network neutrality does not foreclose attempts by incumbent carriers to reshape access pricing into a conventional two-sided market where ISPs would demand and receive payments downstream and upstream regardless whether they serve end users. Under the current pricing arrangement a two sided market already exists for ISPs that can collect an Internet access subscription from end users for DSL and cable modem access to the Internet cloud and also charge transit fees for small ISPs seeking access to portions of the Internet cloud these small ISPs cannot reach via their own networks.

ISP managers have objected to the one sided market scenario where the carrier receives subscription payments from end users, but no additional payments from content generators who “use” the ISP’s network without making direct payments to each participating carrier. Nothing about network neutrality forecloses an ISP from erecting a service so attractive to Google and other content providers as to entice them to opt for premium carriage of their traffic in lieu of the shared routes made available through the peering and transit arrangements secured by the ISPs directly serving these heavy users. For example, Akamai and other network management firms offer clients enhanced Internet traffic routing and content delivery by offloading traffic from best efforts routing options and onto “better than best efforts” options. Traffic can reach consumers with greater likelihood of on time delivery and reliability when ISPs and other Internet companies directly manage particular traffic streams with an eye toward reducing the number of routers the traffic has to traverse, avoiding circuitous routing and inserting traffic on the most reliable and least congested networks.

2) Reimposition of Common Carrier Responsibilities

Opponents of network neutrality claim that it would impose common carrier regulatory burdens on ISPs that have avoided such burdens, or have been able to secure a reclassification of
services to avoid such responsibilities. In the United States Internet access, provided via DSL, \(^{40}\) cable television plant, \(^{41}\) power lines \(^{42}\) and wireless networks, \(^{43}\) constitute information services, largely exempt from regulation. Such re-regulation would impose cost, contain ISP flexibility and run counter to deregulatory initiatives.

Network neutrality advocates claim that requirements would not prove costly, because they would prohibit discriminatory actions rather than require costly, affirmative efforts to promote fairness. Opponents to network neutrality also imply that network neutrality requirements constitute a “confiscatory” and unlawful “taking” of their property. \(^{44}\) Having invested in next generation infrastructure at significant expense both incumbent telephone and cable television operators expect to have nearly complete freedom from telecommunications service regulation. Additionally ISPs argue that Internet access has already become a robustly competitive market that can self-regulate.

**B. Calibrating Carrier Rights and Responsibilities**

Common carriers historically incur both responsibilities and special opportunities, e.g., rights of way access to federal, state, municipal and private property for little if any payment. \(^{45}\) So too have the telephone and cable television companies that now complain that regulation confiscates their property. It comes across as disingenuous for both telephone and cable television companies to rationalize the right to extend legacy privileges acquired during their regulated years, to convergent ICE services, many or all of which appear to qualify for the information service safe harbor.

Currently cable television operators and telephone companies can leverage preexisting rights or way or secure new rights of way based on their former, or existing, but possibly now temporary, regulated status. There appears to be no distinction in terms of the scope of rights of
way access available to carriers operating in their legacy, regulated mode and the very same carriers providing a larger array of services, some or all of which falling outside legacy regulators’ jurisdiction. For example, cable television operators regularly install equipment, including large above ground pedestals, without any payment to the property owner, so that the operators can offer triple play services regardless of whether the land owner wants these new services and without regard to the limited scope of services the carrier first offered as the basis for securing the rights of way initially. Similarly telephone companies continue to install new or replacement lines on private property without having to pay land owners, based on preexisting rights of way granted to the companies in their capacity as telecommunications service providers.

For so long as incumbent carriers continue to exploit the privileges conferred upon them in their capacity as regulated operators, these carriers should continue to accept limited quasi-common carrier responsibilities. For example, the broadcast television channel “must carry” obligations of cable television operators do not evaporate simply because telephone companies may offer competing video program delivery services, or that cable television operators now can use existing copper, a blend of copper and fiber optics cables, or a completely fiber optic medium to provide both cable television video programming, IPTV, telephony, Internet access and other telecommunications or information services. Likewise, the responsibilities applied to incumbent telephone companies operating the only telecommunication wire into homes did not evaporate simply because a second wire became available, or the fact that the telephone company now can use existing or new media to provide telecommunications and information services.
II. The Response: Established Ground Rules Plus Enforcement

Network neutrality advocates have both well placed apprehension and a misguided sense of what ISPs owe the public and their customers. ISPs do not operate in a transparent and fully competitive marketplace in light of nondisclosure agreements that shield interconnection agreements from scrutiny and still limited broadband competition at end user premises. Absent transparency and competition, network neutrality advocates have every reason to suspect large ISPs of leveraging their Tier-1 status to favor affiliates and preferred content suppliers, to punish unaffiliated content suppliers that have rejected premium service and to block, degrade or generate artificial congestion for non-premium routing services. Users of ISP bitstream transmission and routing services cannot readily determine whether any particular ISP has acted on its incentives to tilt the competitive playing field and to play favorites, primarily because any complete end-to-end routing involves several ISPs and delays for any particular segment may result from a number of legitimate factors.

A. Justified Apprehension

Network neutrality advocates primarily have only anecdotal information of intentional efforts to delay, block and drop packets. In the United States, the FCC has intervened in only one instance involving a telephone company’s refusal to terminate VoIP traffic. The Commission secured an agreement by Madison River Communications to resume the proper delivery of such traffic, in light of the company’s status as a telecommunications service provider legally obligated to perform traditional common carrier duties. Had Madison River Communications operated as an ISP providing Internet access, the FCC might not have responded in a timely manner, if at all, based on the view that the Commission lacked jurisdiction to compel ISPs to interconnect with anyone.
ISPs’ incentive and apparent desire to differentiate service, the costly and widespread opposition to network neutrality and the provocative assertions of incumbent carrier senior managers point to a keen interest in pursuing network access tiering. The often cited Madison River case may offer little evidence that Internet content and service providers regularly risk unfair price and quality of service discrimination, or worst yet absolute blockage. However it does support apprehension that an enforcement mechanism does not exist when an ISP, and not a telephone company common carrier, engages in unreasonable discrimination, or absolute blockage. The FCC could threaten an investigation with the prospect of enforcement sanction only because the offending traffic blocker had an affirmative duty to accept traffic and deliver it to the final destination.

Until such time as the first and last kilometer of broadband access becomes robustly competitive customers will have as few as one or two carriers available for broadband access to content. Under these conditions a decision by DSL and cable modem service providers to block certain types of traffic, or to degrade the traffic of unaffiliated or non-preferred content providers would have an immediate, identifiable and adverse impact on the public interest. Under such circumstances regulatory oversight remains necessary, because the level of marketplace competition may not prevent bottleneck abuse and price squeezing behavior by ISPs.

B. Unjustified Apprehension

Network neutrality advocates fear that the next generation Internet will contain so much bias and preferential treatment as to jeopardize the fundamental end-to-end connectivity that has contributed to success. This “curtains for the Internet” perspective overstates the potential harm from access tiering, by unlawful, anticompetitive practices, for several reasons. ISPs may want
to squeeze out additional revenues and may resort to heavy handed, extortionate tactics, but surely they would stop when such strategies are publicly disclosed by the news media possibly triggering closer scrutiny of such tactics by legislative, regulatory and judicial authorities. Absent collusion or consciously parallel conduct among DSL and cable modem carriers, customers could migrate to the less biased carrier. Put another way if AT&T deliberately dropped or delayed delivery of Google packets, some customers might migrate to the faster delivery options paid for by MSN or Yahoo, but other customers might abandon AT&T in light of its shoddy performance.

While it may provide difficult to detect and prove the “smoking gun” of deliberate packet dropping and other anticompetitive tactics, after the fact forensic examination may provide the basis for remedies as was the case when employees of Enron, a large electric generator, created artificial congestion in the delivery grid to run up prices. Similarly deep pocketed content providers recoiling from what they consider extortionate rate increases might pursue the option of constructing alternative broadband access options for consumers such as Google’s support for urban Wi-Fi networks and its possibly introduction of a wireless handset.

But even if network neutrality becomes codified into law or regulation, network neutrality advocates have to accept that the next generation Internet will contain more bias, delivery options and service diversification than previously available. Advocates for network neutrality need to accept that customer and access tiering constitutes a predictable, and not always lamentable, product of a maturing marketplace.

As networks evolve and the technologies used become more diverse and mature, network operators have available the resources to recalibrate their pricing structure and to diversify services. ISPs have far greater ability to meter and examine Internet traffic. They want to exploit
technological opportunities to “sniff” traffic packets and to prioritize them based on payments received, but they do not want to relinquish their exemption from regulation and liability for carrying harmful content.

In light of the marketing tactics used to entice initial subscriptions most Internet users expect access to a lot of free content, on an “all you can eat,” unmetered basis, at a low fixed price with delivery speeds progressively increasing without a higher charge. The Internet’s value proposition has increased over the years as consumers tap into increasingly diverse sites, now offering material that requires a network capable of delivering a broadband bitstream in real time. The power users of the Internet, spammers, gamers, peer-to-peer file sharers and full motion video watchers have become quasi-free riders in light of their ability to pay the same price as lower volume users, while forcing ISPs at both the end user link and farther upstream, to upgrade their networks while maintaining the same subscription rate.

III. The Resolution

Legislation could solve the network neutrality debate by providing principles for which regulatory agencies would have express legal authority to enforce. Additionally legislation could expressly authorize traffic reporting requirements on ISPs and the power of the National Regulatory Authorities (“NRAs”) to investigate and remedy instances where dropped bits did not result from actual congestion. In light of the controversy surrounding this issue, the lack of consensus and well funded policy expressions, legislatures may not remedy the problem in a timely manner. Absent legislation the stakeholders will have to take affirmative steps on their own toward resolution.

One example of dispute resolution among stakeholders occurred when AT&T unilaterally made some network neutrality commitments, albeit to secure approval of its merger with
BellSouth. AT&T has provided a document that, reluctantly perhaps, acknowledges that network neutrality is a concept that parties can convert into actual practices and service commitments.

The AT&T network neutrality commitments contain a time limited agreement to comply with a previous FCC statement of principles that articulate a baseline code of conduct for ISPs. In a non-binding, non-compulsory Policy Statement the FCC articulated four “principles”:

1. consumers are entitled to access the lawful Internet content of their choice;
2. consumers are entitled to run applications and services of their choice, subject to the needs of law enforcement;
3. consumers are entitled to connect their choice of legal devices that do not harm the network; and
4. consumers are entitled to competition among network providers, application and service providers, and content providers.  

Until AT&T’s 30 month commitment to adopt the FCC’s four “Network Freedoms,” the Commission had issued a document having no enforceability.

AT&T also committed to maintain the same number and types of existing peering agreements and for two years from the closing date of the merger, or the effective date of any legislation enacted by Congress subsequent to the merger closing, “to maintain a neutral network and neutral routing in its wireline broadband Internet access service . . . from the network side of the customer premise equipment up to and including the Internet Exchange Point closest to the customer’s premise.” AT&T expressly reserved the right to tier service upstream and exempted its enterprise managed IP services and IPTV services from any network neutrality commitment, two loopholes that will grow in significance as AT&T migrates from copper-based transitional DSL broadband service to fiber optic networks ostensibly installed primarily to provide IPTV.
Beyond AT&T’s conditional, time limited and ambiguous commitment, incumbent ISPs should commit to transparency and full disclosure of network access and customer tiering activities. This means that Tier-1 ISPs, including those networks owned and operated by major incumbent telephone and cable companies, should publicly disclose their peering and transiting policies, as well as offers and acceptances of Service Level Agreements that deviate from best efforts routing. A voluntary agreement to disclose might foreclose regulatory intervention by NRAs and it would not prevent better than best efforts service arrangements. Such arrangements could include variable bandwidth and throughput services to end users, peers and transiting customers, bandwidth partitioning and service metering.

Additionally any ISP that serves both end users, whether by resale or facilities it owns and operates, should commit to a “best practices” collection of service commitments including the following:

- an affirmative obligation not to drop packets and create congestion when actual traffic conditions do not necessitate such action;
- no retaliation through targeted degradation in service quality for any network user that has refused to pay for premium services;
- no port blocking and other refusals to deliver traffic onward to another ISP or the intended recipient except when such action would violate laws or cause harm to the ISP’s or other ISPs’ networks;
- a commitment to make available any better than best efforts to any similarly situated customer;
- an agreement not to override firewalls, filters and other traffic management technologies or services made available to customers or installed by customers, except when such action would violate laws or cause harm to the ISP’s or other ISPs’ networks; and
- no intentional failures to comply with existing Service Level Agreements executed with end users, peers and transiting customers.
Lastly NRAs should impose reporting requirements on ISPs to assess the consequences of a bifurcated best efforts/better than best efforts Internet. Traffic data complied and disclosed by ISPs can provide regulators with a better sense of how often network congestion occurs and what circumstances trigger poor service. With such empirical data, NRAs should have a better capability for determining when an ISP has artificially created congestion as a ruse for degrading service to non-premium paying content providers and retail customers. Likewise such data could corroborate an ISP’s assertion that it did nothing to degrade overall service, or target specific bitstreams for inferior service.

IV. Conclusion

The network neutrality debate highlights a particularly contentious time in ICE policy making. Stakeholders appear to have little inclination to find a middle ground, and decision makers appear to have even less. Policy making has become predominated by sponsored research, politics, campaign contributions and rhetoric. In light of an apparent disinterest for the facts, it comes as no surprise that the network neutrality debate highlights opposing perceptions about the impact from changes in the next generation Internet. Regrettably no unbiased fact finding appears readily available, because the issue has triggered intense lobbying and the use of hyperbole.

Network neutrality opponents have overstated the case that competition would remedy any and all instances of illegal network bias. A fully self-regulating Internet marketplace does not exist, nor can one confidently assert that the Internet marketplace would remedy all attempts at unreasonable network bias. On the other hand the Internet has not failed to function when network operators and content providers cut exclusive and preferential deals, or when network providers offer better than best efforts routing.
For better or worst the next generation Internet will adopt many of the biased networking characteristics of current vintage cable television and third generation cellular telephony. Cable television operators enjoy substantial freedom to cut special content delivery deals, but lawful “must carry” obligations impose affirmative carriage duties, notwithstanding cable operators’ non-common carrier status. Commercial mobile radio service providers retain the common carrier, telecommunications service provider status, yet they can use new broadband carriage capabilities to deliver a biased, walled garden access to video and Internet content.

Regulators should agree to examine allegations of network bias and evaluate the complaint from a public interest template that considers whether discrimination constitutes an unfair trade practice, or a reasonable attempt at diversifying and proliferating information services.
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